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2ND: TREASURER | 3RD: SOCIALS OFFICER

FOR PRESIDENT

Su Shien Ng

1
Malaysian students rarely make an effort to connect with students of non-Asian cultures. I

will give them opportunities to foster meaningful, life-long friendships with a wider

crowd and to appreciate the breath-taking beauty of human diversity; to achieve this,

formals, swaps, brunches, sports and more are to be expected!

CONTACT ME             SSN33@CAM.AC.UK               SU_SHIEN           SUSHIENNG     

FIRST YEAR HISTORY & POLITICS STUDENT AT NEWNHAM 
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PROPOSER: NATASHA TAN, SECONDER: ALISTAIR LIM
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2
Freshers week can be isolating, scary and overwhelming. I was lucky to have some close

second-year friends to lean on, especially since they had gone through the same

experience and could guide me through Michaelmas. I am going to build bridges between

new and old students; integrated activities such as karaoke, cooking sessions and

clubbing nights will promote an atmosphere that will make incoming first-years feel as if

they had never left the warm (about 30 °C), loving embrace of home. I also plan to

implement a ‘poslaju’ service: students going home over breaks can arrange to bring

items back ranging from Mi Sedaap to Ang Pao for those who stay.

3
It is troubling how imbalanced knowledge about Oxbridge admissions is back

home in Malaysia; CUMaS has the potential to help change this. Our current

outreach program primarily targets schools which don’t really need our help, such

as KTJ and KY. To effectively enact meaningful social change, we must expand

the scale and reach of our program. In addition to covering more state-

schools, we will optimise operations by distributing a comprehensive guide

covering all stages of application. Furthermore, I will liaise with sponsors to

secure scholarships for those who wish to pursue knowledge in the humanities,

diversifying the academic expertise of Malaysia’s population.

Executive Strategy Intern (Grab Malaysia)

School Prefect (High School)

The Economist. Winner of Open Future 2018 ‘A

minute to change the world’

School House Captain (High School)


